The fluorescence from a turbid medium such as biologic tissue contains information about scattering and absorption, as well as the intrinsic fluorescence, i.e., the fluorescence from an optically thin sample of pure fluorophores. The interplay of scattering and absorption can result in severe distortion of the intrinsic spectral features. These distortions can be removed by use of a photon-migration-based picture and information from simultaneously acquired fluorescence and reflectance spectra. We present experimental evidence demonstrating the validity of such an approach for extracting the intrinsic fluorescence for a wide range of scatterer and absorber concentrations in tissue models, ex vivo and in vivo tissues. We show that variations in line shape and intensity in intrinsic tissue fluorescence are significantly reduced compared with the corresponding measured fluorescence.
Introduction
Elastic scattering in biologic tissue is ubiquitous, and the interplay of tissue absorbers and scatterers renders tissue optically turbid. As a result, the observed fluorescence from biologic tissue is often significantly distorted, and therefore the directly measured tissue fluorescence cannot be simply interpreted as the intrinsic fluorescence that is due to tissue biochemicals. Here intrinsic fluorescence is defined as the fluorescence that is due only to fluorophores, without the interference of absorbers and scatterers present. Such interference can severely distort the spectral features and render quantitative extraction of fluorophore concentrations impossible. In this report we present a technique, intrinsic fluorescence spectroscopy ͑IFS͒, for extracting the intrinsic fluorescence from the measured fluorescence, using information contained in the corresponding white-light diffuse reflectance spectrum. The use of IFS in tissue fluorescence studies is important because it provides direct biochemical information about the identity and the concentration of the tissue fluorophores.
Light impinging on a turbid medium undergoes multiple scattering and absorption before it exits and is collected. Such processes can be modeled by Monte Carlo simulations. However, this method is time consuming, since a large number of photon paths must be considered in order to obtain statistically significant results, and it provides only limited insight into the physical processes. Light propagation can also be described by the transport equation, but in many cases of interest it can be solved only numerically. Analytical solutions are known for special cases. In particular, the diffusion approximation accurately describes light propagation when scattering dominates over absorption. However, in the blue region of the spectrum, where tissue fluoresces strongly, absorption is often substantial, rendering the diffusion approximation less accurate. Therefore a photon migration model was used in this study.
Many researchers have used fluorescence spectroscopy for tissue diagnosis. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Biochemical changes that occur during the development of conditions such as epithelial neoplasias can alter the tissue fluorescence spectra. Unfortunately, tissue absorption changes ͑in hemoglobin, melanin, water, and the like͒ can also alter the measured fluorescence spectra. Some studies have taken this into account. Anidjar et al. 6 were able to distinguish between normal and cancerous bladder tissue by exciting the tissue with 308-nm light and taking the intensity ratio of the measured fluorescence at two wavelengths of the emission spectrum, 360 and 440 nm. Since the hemoglobin absorption is similar at these two wavelengths, the fluorescence ratio ͑diagnostic index͒ is largely independent of hemoglobin, the dominant absorber at these wavelengths. A similar technique was also employed by Liu et al., 2 who used the ratio of fluorescence intensities at 340 and 440 nm, excited at 300 nm, to distinguish cancerous from normal breast tissue. One disadvantage of these algorithms is that only two wavelengths of a spectrum are used.
With intrinsic fluorescence, it should be possible to use the entire spectrum for tissue classification and, in addition, to obtain quantitative information about the contributing tissue fluorophores ͑biochemical composition͒.
The recovery of intrinsic fluorescence is also of interest in cases in which the selective accumulation of an exogenously administered fluorophore such as Photofrin, meso-tetrahydroxyphenylchlorin, or 5-aminolevulinic acid ͑5-ALA͒ induced protoporphyrin IX ͑PpIX͒ is used to detect or treat cancerous or precancerous lesions. 11, 12 However, the measured fluorescence intensity associated with such drugs or their endogenously induced fluorophores is dependent on the local absorber ͑e.g., hemoglobin͒ concentration, which can alter the measured fluorescence intensity. Here, too, the intrinsic fluorescence could provide more-reliable information about the drug concentration in tissue, 13, 14 which could in turn be used for disease diagnosis or for monitoring dosimetry during photodynamic therapy of cancer. The fluorescence intensity of the photosensitive dye in photodynamic therapy varies with concentration and oxygen saturation of hemoglobin, and it is difficult to estimate the actual dye concentration and its photobleaching. 15, 16 Recovery of the intrinsic tissue fluorescence allows one to isolate changes in the tissue fluorophores from changes in other tissue optical properties, such as hemoglobin or beta-carotene absorption. Indeed, studies of diffuse reflectance [17] [18] [19] and frequencydomain photon migration 20 suggest that the scattering and absorption properties of cancerous lesions are different from those of normal tissues. Therefore determination of the intrinsic tissue fluorescence and analysis of tissue reflectance, in combination, would provide a more complete understanding of the biochemical and͞or morphological changes that take place during the progression of disease.
The importance of extracting intrinsic fluorescence from biologic tissues, and the connection of fluorescence distortions and diffuse reflectance, has been proposed by several investigators and was initially presented by Jöbsis et al. 21 and by Mayevsky and Chance. 22, 23 Research in this field was reviewed extensively by Ince et al. 24 There have been several attempts to extract the intrinsic fluorescence of turbid media from information contained in the bulk fluorescence and diffuse reflectance. Wu et al. 25 introduced a photon migration model based on Monte Carlo simulations, which related the measured fluorescence to the reflectance. Durkin et al. 26 used Kubelka-Munk absorption and scattering coefficients, obtained from diffuse reflectance and transmittance experiments, to predict the intrinsic fluorescence spectrum. Zhadin and Alfano 27 derived a formula from a simplified one-dimensional diffusion approximation. They expressed reflectance and measured fluorescence in terms of the medium's darkness, a variable defined as the ratio of the absorption coefficient to the reduced scattering coefficient. Inversion of the reflectance yielded the darkness parameter, which was then used to extract the intrinsic fluorescence line shape from the measured fluorescence. Gardner et al. 28 related propagation of laser excitation light and measured fluorescence to the diffuse reflectance with the help of Monte Carlo simulations. With these empirically obtained expressions, an expression for the intrinsic fluorescence was derived.
Most of these studies have been limited to the wavelength ranges of 500 -700 nm ͑Refs. 25, 27, and 28͒ and 600 -800 nm ͑Ref. 29͒, where hemoglobin and water absorption are not strong. However, a large number of fluorescence studies have been conducted in the 400-nm emission range, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 30 where hemoglobin absorption is prominent and can lead to significant spectral distortions and misinterpretation of the measured fluorescence. Human tissue fluoresces very strongly in this range when excited by UV-A light and can be distorted substantially by the interplay of scattering and absorption, particularly by hemoglobin, which absorbs most strongly at ϳ420 nm. This absorption can give rise to a dip in the measured bulk fluorescence that can be misinterpreted, since the spectra are no longer simply a linear sum of spectral contributions from endogenous fluorophores such as collagen, NADH ͓nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide ͑NAD͒ with the addition of high-energy hydrogen ͑H͔͒, elastin, and so on. Therefore, it is important to extract the undistorted tissue intrinsic fluorescence over a wide emission range that includes this important diagnostic region.
In this report we present experimental evidence demonstrating the validity of a method for correcting the distortions introduced in tissue fluorescence by scattering and absorption, even when the absorption coefficient, a , and reduced scattering coefficient, s Ј, are of the same order. The method is based on a picture of photon migration in a turbid medium, and it expresses the intrinsic fluorescence in terms of experimentally measured fluorescence and reflectance, without the use of numerical computations. 31 Several steps were used to explore the validity of this method in the 370 -700-nm emission range. First, we used a physical tissue model ͑phantom͒, consisting of scattering spheres of known diameter and refractive index and mixtures of chemicals with known absorption and fluorescent properties, suspended or dissolved in water. The well-controlled optical parameters of these turbid tissue models could be varied to fully span the range of biologic tissues. We then studied minced ͑homogenized͒ samples of hu-man oral tissue; this provided a uniform, homogenous medium with known intrinsic fluorescence. In addition, we examined intact in vitro tissue samples, as well as in vivo tissue fluorescence and diffuse reflectance taken during clinical procedures. We found that the modeled intrinsic fluorescence extracted with the photon migration method is in excellent agreement with the actual intrinsic fluorescence of the tissue models in terms of both line shape and intensity. Finally, we analyzed the spectral composition of the intrinsic tissue fluorescence by comparing it with fluorescence spectra of pure biochemicals.
Photon Migration Theory
To extract intrinsic fluorescence from experimentally measured tissue fluorescence and reflectance, Zhang et al. 31 extended and refined a method based on the photon migration picture introduced by Wu et al. 25 In this picture, light propagation in a turbid medium is described in terms of photons traveling in paths with discrete photon-tissue interaction events ͑nodes͒ of absorption, scattering, and fluorescence. The light is delivered and collected by an optical fiber probe or other source-detector system of fixed geometry. Two elementary properties are associated with each photon path: the escape probability, , and the photon weight, w. For the case of diffuse reflectance, denotes the escape probability of a photon that enters the medium, undergoes n scattering events, and is collected after exiting, and w n denotes the corresponding weight ͑survival fraction͒ of the injected photon. For fluorescence, and w have indices ͑n, i͒, denoting i scattering events at the excitation wavelength, x , followed by fluorescence at the ͑i ϩ 1͒th event and then followed by n Ϫ i Ϫ 1 scattering events at the fluorescence emission wavelength, m ͑see Appendix A for list of symbols͒. In this picture we assume that the phase-function dependence of the scattering can be separated from the scattering and absorption coefficients. 25 The diffuse reflectance, R, and the measured fluorescence, F, can then be expressed as
where w n ϭ a n , (1c)
where the subscripts x and m indicate the dependence of the quantity on excitation and fluorescence emission wavelengths, respectively. The albedo, a, is defined as a ϭ s ͑͞ a ϩ s ͒, where a and s denote the absorption and the scattering coefficient of the medium, respectively. The quantity l is a constant with dimension of length that characterizes a given light delivery-collection scheme and can be related to the effective depth from which fluorescence is collected by the probe. The fluorescence quantum yield is denoted by xm . The intrinsic fluorescence and the absorption coefficient of the fluorophore are denoted by f xm ϭ f͑ x , x ͒ and fx , respectively. On the basis of Monte Carlo simulations and experiments, 25, 31 we approximate the escape probability to calculate R and F as
Here ␤ ϭ S͑1 Ϫ g͒, with S a constant that depends on the specific light delivery-collection geometry of the probe, and g is the anisotropy parameter of the medium. 25 Note that a , s , and g are all wavelength dependent. Equation ͑2b͒ takes into account the wavelength change from excitation to emission, and, in the limit in which the excitation wavelength approaches the emission wavelength, Eq. ͑2b͒ reduces to Eq. ͑2a͒, as it must. The quantity ␣ can be related to R 0 , the diffuse reflectance in the absence of absorption
When we insert Eqs. ͑2͒ into Eqs. ͑1a͒ and ͑1b͒, F and R can be evaluated exactly and combined to provide an expression for the intrinsic fluorescence 31 :
Equation ͑3͒ is the basis of the IFS method, providing a relationship that enables the intrinsic fluorescence spectrum to be extracted from the measured fluorescence, by use of the diffuse reflectance collected from a given tissue site with the same probe. This is possible because absorption and scattering distort the measured fluorescence and reflectance similarly, since diffusely reflected and fluorescence photons delivered and collected by the same probe traverse similar paths. Also, note that F and f are functions of both excitation and emission wavelengths so that the full intrinsic fluorescence excitation-emission matrix ͑EEM͒, f xm , can be obtained from the measured fluorescence EEM, F xm . The method presented above employs the framework of the photon migration picture of Ref. 25 , but the form of the fluorescence escape probability has been modified ͓Eq. ͑2b͔͒. This modification allows us to evaluate the intrinsic fluorescence without further assumptions. The sums describing F and R can be evaluated exactly, instead of being approximated by integrals. This integral approximation limited the applicability of the previ-ous method to values of the albedo approaching 1. 32 Below, we validate Eq. ͑3͒ on physical tissue models with completely specified optical properties, and then we show how it can be employed to analyze biologic tissues, when the optical properties are not known a priori. Note that ⑀ is always smaller than R͞R 0 , which in turn is less than 1 ͑see Section 5͒.
It is interesting to consider two limiting cases:
R͞R 0 Ͼ Ͼ ⑀. This is the case for which absorption is so weak that R͞R 0 is relatively large compared with ⑀. ͑Note that R͞R 0 Յ 1͒. Then Eq. ͑3͒ reduces approximately to f xm ϰ F xm ͞R m , with the proportionality constant being nearly independent of m . Thus this limit provides a simple procedure for extracting the intrinsic fluorescence line shape.
R͞R 0 ϭ 1: In this case there is no absorption, and Eq. ͑3͒ reduces to
This expression indicates that scattering has little influence on the measured fluorescence line shape, since the denominator is weakly dependent on emission wavelength. However, scattering has a substantial effect on the overall fluorescence intensity.
Materials and Methods
To explore the accuracy of the above model, we conducted a series of reflectance and fluorescence spectroscopic studies ͑Section 4͒, using physical tissue models with optical properties similar to those of biologic tissue and using minced human oral tissue. A brief description of the instrumentation and materials used in these studies follows.
A. Instrumentation
All reflectance and fluorescence spectra were obtained with a FastEEM instrument ͑Fig. 1͒. 33 A xenon flash lamp ͑EG&G Optoelectronics, FX-139, Salem, Massachusetts͒ was used as a white-light source to acquire reflectance spectra in the 360 -700-nm range. Excitation light sources for fluorescence measurements were provided by a 337-nmwavelength nitrogen laser ͑Laser Science, Inc., Franklin, Massachusetts͒ and ten different dye lasers ͑358 -610 nm͒, sequentially pumped by the nitrogen laser. The dye cuvettes were mounted on a rotating wheel driven by a stepper motor. Light was delivered to the tissue and collected by means of a probe 34 containing seven optical fibers ͑200-m core diameter͒, one fiber used for light delivery and six for collection. At the distal tip the collection fibers surrounded the delivery fiber and were fused together, creating a quartz shield approximately 1.5 mm in diameter, which was beveled and then polished at a 17°angle to reduce internal reflections at the boundary between glass and tissue. During a measurement, the probe tip was brought into contact with the sample under investigation, thus providing a fixed light delivery-collection geometry. Data were taken either in an open field or through the biopsy channel of an endoscope. Fluorescence and reflectance were collected by the collection fibers through the same probe tip. A wheel of long-pass filters was used to prevent reflected laser excitation light from reaching the spectrograph ͑CP 200, Jobin Yvon SA, Edison, New Jersey͒ and the intensified diode array detector ͑EG&G Princeton Applied Research, Trenton, New Jersey͒. Fluorescence spectra at 11 excitation wavelengths and a reflectance spectrum were collected in less than 5 s. The whole system was The nitrogen laser pumps the dye cells to obtain ten dye laser wavelengths. A fiber-optic probe is used for light delivery and collection.
controlled by a 486ϫ personal computer, and spectra were recorded with Oma Vision ͑EG&G Princeton Applied Research, Trenton, New Jersey͒ software. The wavelength scale was calibrated with a mercury lamp. A concentrated barium sulfate suspension ͑concentration, Ͼ20%͒ was used for reflectance calibration.
B. Physical Tissue Models
The physical tissue models were suspensions of polystyrene microspheres ͑1-m diameter, Polybead, Polyscience, Warrington, Pennsylvania͒, a watersoluble dye ͑Furan 2 Lambdachrome, Fort Lauderdale, Florida͒, and ferrous human hemoglobin powder ͑Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, Missouri͒ dissolved in deionized water. Hemoglobin is the major absorber in the visible wavelengths for tissues of interest, 19 and Furan 2 fluoresces in the same range as collagen under UV-A excitation. Polystyrene beads were used to simulate the scattering and anisotropy coefficients of tissue, 19, 35 which were calculated by use of Mie theory. The components of the physical tissue model were mixed in a glass bottle and diluted with deionized water to the concentration of interest. The optical fiber probe was immersed in the medium to obtain an easily reproducible geometry. The inside diameter of the bottle was 1.3 cm, which is ϳ35 times larger than the transport mean free path at wavelengths of interest. Thus, edge effects were insignificant. Experiments performed on models in larger bottles with different boundaries showed no differences in fluorescence and reflectance spectra. For the physical tissue model experiments, only excitation at 337 and 358 nm resulted in appreciable fluorescence, since the extinction coefficient of the dye ͑Furan 2͒ is negligible beyond 370 nm. 36 To correct for background fluorescence, fluorescence spectra from water suspensions containing only polystyrene beads at a given concentration were subtracted from the samples containing dye at the same polystyrene bead concentration. This background signal was small, less than 5% of the Furan fluorescence signal, and proportional to the polystyrene bead concentration. Its removal ensured that the analyzed fluorescence in these spectra was due to the fluorophore only.
C. Minced Human Tissue Models
To determine the applicability of the theory to biologic tissue, we acquired fluorescence EEMs and reflectance spectra from normal samples of cadaver oral cavity tissue. Since the penetration of visible light in tissue is of the order of 1-2 mm, it was not necessary to consider contributions to the measured fluorescence that are due to tissue beneath the submucosa. Thus, tissue sections containing only epithelium and submucosa were separated from the rest of the bulk tissue specimen, frozen with liquid nitrogen, and then minced in a mortar with a pestle to create a homogeneous distribution of a mixture of endogenous tissue chromophores. After thawing, the tissue resembled a thick gel. By adding more hemoglobin, we were able to vary the absorption properties of the tissue mince. Significant autofluorescence signals were observed from 380 to 700 nm for excitation wavelengths from 337 to 500 nm. Thus, studies with minced tissue provided a homogenous and reproducible medium with a uniform distribution of fluorophores, which allowed us to test the theory for a wide range of excitation and emission wavelengths. The intrinsic fluorescence of minced tissue was obtained experimentally from a very thin layer ͑ϳ10 m͒ placed on a microscope slide. Since the absorption and scattering mean free paths in tissue are longer than 10 m, scattering and absorption do not alter the fluorescence of a thin section.
D. In vivo and in vitro Tissue Experiments
We also recorded bulk autofluorescence of intact oral cavity tissue to determine the effect of the layered structure of tissue on the measured autofluorescence by placing the fiber probe tip on the tissue surface. Additionally, we obtained in vivo fluorescence of normal oral cavity tissue to assess changes caused by tissue extraction and processing. We also obtained in vivo spectra of squamous esophageal tissue from patients undergoing routine endoscopy. In this case, the probe was passed through the biopsy channel of the endoscope and brought into gentle contact with the tissue. Finally, we compared fluorescence spectra of pure collagen, elastin, and NADH ͑Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, Missouri͒, extracted biochemically, with the obtained intrinsic tissue fluorescence spectra.
Results

A. Effects of Scattering
To investigate how scattering affects the intensity and the spectral shape of a fluorescence spectrum, fluorescence spectra were acquired for a series of physical tissue models with different scattering coefficients and negligible absorption. The models contained deionized water, Furan 2 ͑0.7 M͒, and 1-m diameter polystyrene beads at concentrations between 0 and 4 ϫ 10 10 beads͞ml ͑0 -2% volume concentration͒, corresponding to variations in the reduced scattering coefficient, s Ј, from 0 to 10 mm Ϫ1 in the visible spectral range ͑the anisotropy, g, was approximately 0.85-0.93 in the UV-visible range͒. Spectra at 13 different s Ј values were obtained with 337-and 358-nm excitation. Representative spectra excited at 337 nm are shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The corresponding white-light diffuse reflectance spectra are presented in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Fluorescence spectra of a dilute aqueous solution of Furan 2 ͑0.7 M͒ were recorded at 337-and 358-nm excitation wavelengths. The acquired fluorescence emission spectrum excited at 337 nm, denoted by i in Fig. 2͑a͒ , provided the measured intrinsic fluorescence for the physical tissue models discussed in the Subsections 4.A.1 and 4.B.
Spectral Shape
The normalized fluorescence emission spectra of Fig. 2͑a͒ were all similar to the intrinsic fluorescence line shape of the pure Furan dye ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ However, the ratio of the observed fluorescence spectra to the intrinsic fluorescence, F͞f, revealed small changes in line shape of approximately 5% over 150 nm ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. This is consistent with Eq. ͑4͒ and Monte Carlo simulations of fluorescence from a highly scattering medium with very small absorption ͑ a Ϸ 0.01 s Ј͒, collected by a finite-size probe with a collection angle of 12°͑N.A. ϭ 0.22; Fig. 4͒ . However, the spectral line shapes of the corresponding diffuse reflectance spectra varied in intensity by as much as 15% over 150 nm ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. As discussed in Section 5, these more substantial line shape variations are expected, since reflected light experiences the effects of scattering over its entire path in the medium, whereas fluorescence emission is generated in the medium and subjected to scattering over a path roughly half the length of the diffuse reflectance path.
Concentration Dependence
In contrast to the small effect of scattering on the fluorescence line shape, the fluorescence intensity varied appreciably with scatterer concentration ͑Fig. 5͒. At the smallest values of scatterer concentrations, where the mean free path is relatively large, the fluorescence intensity decreased nearly exponentially with increased scatterer concentration. For larger values of s Ј photons undergo increased scattering, and the light becomes diffuse. In this regime ͑polystyrene bead concentration Ͼ0.065 in volume percent, transport mean free path 1͞ s Ј Ͻ 4 mm͒, the fluorescence intensity increased with scatterer concentration. At the highest concentrations the fluorescence intensity plateaued.
B. Effects of Combined Scattering and Absorption
To understand the manner in which absorption affects fluorescence in the presence of scattering, we conducted a second set of fluorescence and reflectance measurements. In these experiments the physical tissue models contained fixed concentrations of Furan 2 ͑0.9 M͒ and polystyrene beads ͑0.65% in volume, with s Ј Ϸ 2 mm Ϫ1 ͒, and varying amounts of hemoglobin. The concentration of hemoglobin, mainly present in its oxygenated form, was varied from 0 to 2 g͞l ͑up to 30 M, corresponding to a ϭ 4 mm Ϫ1 at 420 nm͒, which is the relevant range for most human tissues. 19, 20 Figure 6͑a͒ presents fluorescence spectra for ten different hemoglobin concentrations. With increasing hemoglobin concentration, the fluorescence intensity decreased, and the fluorescence line shape was altered significantly. To illustrate more clearly the substantial absorption effects that occur with increasing hemoglobin concentration, we show in Fig.  6͑b͒ normalized fluorescence spectra of an optically thin sample ͑intrinsic fluorescence͒ and a turbid sample with 1.5 g͞l hemoglobin concentration. The characteristic oxyhemoglobin absorption features are clearly visible in the fluorescence ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ and in the corresponding reflectance spectra ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒. The oxyhemoglobin absorption peaks produce dips at approximately 415, 540, and 580 nm in the reflectance spectra and at 415 nm in the fluorescence spectra.
To use the model to extract intrinsic fluorescence in the presence of hemoglobin absorption, a number of parameters had to be determined. The only significant contribution to the absorption coefficient, a , of the physical tissue models was due to hemoglobin, since light absorption by Furan, polystyrene beads, and water is negligible. With knowledge of the hemoglobin concentrations, one can readily evaluate the absorption coefficient from the measured extinction coefficients for oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. 37 For the range of hemoglobin concentrations used, the peak absorption coefficient ͑at 415 nm͒ was 6͑a͒, ix͔ with hemoglobin ͑1.5 g͞l͒. All spectra are normalized. ͑c͒ Reflectance spectra of physical tissue models with various absorber concentrations. Note that the intensity decreases in ͑a͒ and ͑c͒ with increasing hemoglobin, especially at the major oxyhemoglobin absorption peak ͑415 nm͒. In all the above data, s Ј was held constant at approximately 2 mm
smaller or of the same order as the reduced scattering coefficient, which typically varies between 1 and 3 mm Ϫ1 in human tissues. Since the hemoglobin solution was used under ambient conditions ͑partial oxygen pressure, 154-mm mercury, and room temperature͒ at pH 7, the hemoglobin was mostly in its oxygenated form. The scattering cross section, s ͑͒, and the anisotropy parameter, g͑͒, of the polystyrene beads were calculated from Mie scattering theory 38 by use of the known diameter and refractive index of the beads and water. From these values we calculated the reduced scattering coefficient s Ј ϭ s ͑1 Ϫ g͒, where s ϭ n s s, with n s the polystyrene bead density ͑in the experiments, n s ϭ 1.25 ϫ 10 7 mm Ϫ3 , s Ј Ϸ 2 mm Ϫ1 at 550 nm͒. The parameter ⑀, defined in Section 2, was dependent only on g and the probespecific parameter S of Eq. ͑3͒. Since different values of S affect the line shape differently, the best value of S was determined by means of fitting a modeled intrinsic fluorescence spectrum with known optical properties to the measured intrinsic fluorescence spectrum, with Eq. ͑3͒. Using this procedure, we found S to be close to 1 for our system, and this value was used for the analysis of subsequent experiments. Because the xenon flash-lamp intensity was weak at 337 and at 356 nm, the diffuse reflectance values at these excitation wavelengths with and without absorption, R x and R 0x , respectively, were obtained by use of a diffuse reflectance model appropriate for our experimental setup. 19, 39 The optical parameters s Ј and a obtained by means of fitting this model to the data were in good agreement with those calculated with the known concentrations of hemoglobin and polystyrene beads ͑ s Ј was calculated with Mie theory͒. Thus, in the case of tissue model experiments, both methods could be used to calculate the unknown parameters. All other variables, F xm , R m , and R 0m , were acquired experimentally.
Having obtained the values of the model parameters and the experimentally measured fluorescence and reflectance spectra, we used our photon migration model, Eq. ͑3͒, to extract the intrinsic fluorescence. The distortions in the measured fluorescence spectra introduced by absorption and scattering were eliminated in the modeled intrinsic fluorescence line shape ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒. Good agreement between the modeled and the measured intrinsic fluorescence line shape was obtained for all hemoglobin concentrations ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒. In addition to obtaining the correct intrinsic fluorescence line shape, we also recovered the fluorescence intensity information up to a constant scaling parameter l with an accuracy greater than 90% ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒. The value for l, approximately 220 m for the probe used, was obtained by means of comparing the modeled intrinsic fluorescence intensity with the experimentally measured fluorescence of a dilute dye solution of the same fluorophore concentration at 337-and 358-nm excitation.
Experiments with fixed hemoglobin content and varying bead concentrations ͑0.3-0.8% in volume͒ resulted in equally good agreement between the modeled and the measured intrinsic fluorescence.
In summary, the intrinsic fluorescence of the Furan 2 dye was obtained at two excitation wavelengths: 337 and 358 nm. The double peak observed in the measured fluorescence ͑337-nm excitation͒ in the 400-nm region became a single peak in the extracted intrinsic fluorescence. The decreased peak intensity observed in the measured fluorescence with increasing hemoglobin concentration was also corrected, and the same intrinsic fluorescence line shape and intensity were recovered for samples with the same fluorophore content but varying hemoglobin concentrations. Thus the model was found to recover successfully the intrinsic fluorescence of turbid media over a wide range of physiologically relevant absorption and scattering coefficients.
C. Minced Tissue Studies
To determine whether our model can recover the intrinsic fluorescence of samples that have the actual scatterers, absorbers, and fluorophores of biologic tissue, we collected diffuse reflectance and EEM fluorescence from minced oral cavity tissue. In contrast to the experiments with physical tissue models, spec- tral features over a wide range of wavelengths ͑370 -700 nm͒ were observed both in diffuse reflectance and in fluorescence excited over a variety of wavelengths ͑337-500 nm͒. This is because tissue is composed of a mixture of chromophores spanning a wide absorption and emission range. In intact tissue, hemoglobin concentration can vary greatly with tissue site as a result of factors such as inflammation. To simulate this, additional hemoglobin was added to the homogenized tissue. Measured fluorescence spectra of four minced tissue samples with varying amounts of hemoglobin were obtained, and a decrease in fluorescence intensity and distortion of the line shape was observed with increasing absorber concentration. Unlike the case of the physical tissue models, the absorption coefficient, reduced scattering coefficient, and anisotropy parameter were not available a priori for calculating the intrinsic fluorescence spectra. We used the model of Zonios et al. 19 to extract the hemoglobin concentration and the average scatterer size and density from the diffuse reflectance over the range of 360 to 700 nm. The extracted values for s Ј ranged from 1 to 3 mm
Ϫ1
, and the hemoglobin concentration varied between 0.7 and 4.7 g͞l. The model of Zonios et al. 19 was then used to calculate R x at 337 and 358 nm, and R 0m and R 0x ͑for a ϭ 0͒, since in tissue it is not feasible to determine these parameters experimentally. The values of the probe-specific parameters S and l, determined previously with the physical tissue models, were used. Thus all quantities in Eq. ͑3͒ were known, and the line shape and intensity of the extracted intrinsic fluorescence of the minced tissue samples could be compared with those of the measured intrinsic fluorescence, obtained from an optically thin sample of minced tissue ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒. Good agreement was obtained in all cases. Furthermore, since the intrinsic fluorescence line shape and intensity were measured at multiple excitation wavelengths with high accuracy, we were able to construct intrinsic fluorescence EEMs for the minced tissue. Figure 8 shows fluorescence EEMs obtained from ͑a͒ a thick sample of minced tissue, ͑b͒ a thin layer of minced tissue on a microscope slide ͑intrinsic fluorescence͒, and ͑d͒ the intrinsic fluorescence EEM of the sample in ͑a͒ extracted with Eq. ͑3͒. The similarity between the extracted intrinsic minced tissue fluorescence EEM and that of the thin minced tissue slide EEM demonstrates that we can accurately extract intrinsic tissue fluorescence EEMs for hemoglobin concentrations as high as at least 4.7 g͞l ͑70 M͒. The similarity between ͑b͒ and ͑d͒ and the dissimilarity between ͑a͒ and ͑b,d͒ show the usefulness of the intrinsic fluorescence extraction method. Note that the hemoglobin dip in ͑a͒ has vanished. The 20-fold intensity difference between ͑b͒ and ͑d͒ corresponds well to the difference in the thickness of the thin section ͑ϳ10 m͒ and the fluorescence collection depth ͑l ϭ 220-m probe parameter͒. The tenfold intensity difference between ͑a͒ and ͑d͒ is reasonable ͓compare Fig. 6͑a͔͒ .
D. Bulk Tissue Studies
To explore the applicability of the method to bulk tissues, which generally have a layered structure, we studied the intrinsic fluorescence prior to and following mincing. We used normal buccal mucosa tissue of the oral cavity, which consists of a superficial layer of epithelium and underlying connective tissue. We found that, whereas the measured spectra acquired at different locations vary, the corresponding extracted intrinsic fluorescence line shapes were similar, suggesting that the differences are due to local variations in hemoglobin concentration. Furthermore, we found that the extracted intrinsic fluorescence line shapes of bulk tissue and its mince were quite similar ͓compare Figs. 9͑b͒ and 8͑d͔͒. This suggests that the layered architecture does not impair the ability of the photon migration method to extract the intrinsic fluorescence, at least for this type of tissue over the wavelength range of the experiments. We also studied the fluorescence of buccal mucosa in vivo, and found that the modeled intrinsic fluorescence spectra agreed with those obtained from in vitro tissues.
To summarize the results for the intrinsic fluorescence line shapes obtained through modeling and experiment, we compare in Fig. 10 extracted and measured intrinsic fluorescence spectra of minced tissue, extracted intrinsic fluorescence of bulk buccal mucosa tissue in vitro and in vivo, and measured minced tissue fluorescence, all excited at 337 nm. As can be seen, there are no significant differences between the various intrinsic fluorescence line shapes, suggesting that no major changes in normal oral mucosa tissue fluorophores occur in mincing tissue or when tissue biopsies are taken. We also applied the intrinsic fluorescence extraction method to spectra acquired in vivo from the esophageal mucosa of two patients, at 337-nm excitation ͑Fig. 11͒. Large variations in line shape and intensity of the measured fluorescence are clearly seen in Fig. 11͑a͒ . The intrinsic fluorescence, however, shows similar line shapes and intensities ͓Fig. 11͑b͔͒, supporting the hypothesis that the large fluorescence variations in vivo can be attributed to hemoglobin. Furthermore, these results demonstrate that the intrinsic fluorescence has to be used to extract biochemical information from clinically obtained fluorescence spectra.
The intrinsic fluorescence EEMs can be decomposed into EEMs of constituent fluorophores to provide information about the biochemical composition of the tissue. We attempted to do this using EEMs of several types of collagen, elastin, and NADH ͑the major oral-tissue fluorophores in the near-UV-visible range͒, obtained from pure biochemicals in PBS ͑phosphate buffered solution͒ suspensions and solutions. In the case of normal buccal mucosa tissue the intrinsic fluorescence EEM could be fit in a variety of ways either with or without NADH. However, for the intrinsic fluorescence of cancerous tissue, which exhibits a significant redshift ͑peaking approx- imately at 445 nm versus 405 nm for normal tissue with 337-nm excitation, Fig. 12͒ , the use of NADH was essential, and a unique combination of type I and type IV collagen and NADH was required for a good fit. This suggests that NADH is more prominent in cancerous tissue than in normal tissue, possibly as a result of an increase in epithelial thickness and͞or higher metabolic activity of the cells. However, lack of the uniqueness in the fits of normal tissue indicate that the use of chemically extracted fluorophores is not ideal, because of the broad spectral features and the spectral variations associated with different local environments and extraction methods. An alternative approach is under study in our laboratory.
Discussion
We have conducted studies to assess the distorting effects of scattering and absorption on fluorescence in turbid media, and the ability of our method to extract the undistorted intrinsic fluorescence from combined measurements of fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectra. The method is based on the fact that the effects of scattering and absorption manifest themselves similarly in both diffuse reflectance and fluorescence. To examine the validity of the model, we studied physical tissue models, ex vivo tissue samples, and in vivo tissues. We considered the recovery of both fluorescence line shape and intensity for a wide range of physiologically relevant absorption and scattering coefficients.
As the excitation or emission light traverses the turbid medium it undergoes scattering and absorption. In the case of fluorescence the light undergoes a change to longer wavelength at some point ͑node͒ along its path. Spectral variations in scattering and absorption, the size of the probe, and other factors can alter the amount of light collected by the probe and give rise to line shape and intensity distortions.
We first discuss the effects of scattering in the absence of absorption. Scattering can affect the reflectance line shape, because our finite-size optical probe collects only a portion of the diffusely reflected light. This becomes important, because different spectral components scatter differently. Blue light usually has a shorter transport mean free path than red light. 19, 40 Thus, it is localized closer to the probe, and more of it can be collected, distorting the reflectance line shape. The reflectance intensity increases approximately linearly with scatter concentration ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒.
As expected from Eq. ͑4͒ and Monte Carlo simulations ͑Fig. 4͒, the dependence of the fluorescence line shape on scattering is much weaker than that of reflectance over the same wavelength range ͓Figs. 2͑b͒ and 3͑b͔͒. This difference is due to the fact that the emission portion of the fluorescence path is shorter than the reflectance path at that same wavelength ͑ m ͒. The most important contribution to this pathlength reduction stems from the fact that fluorescence is a two-stage process, in which an excitation photon is converted to an emission photon at a longer wavelength. Thus fluorescence emission has to travel only approximately half the length of a reflectance photon path before it is collected by the probe. In addition, the wavelength change when a fluorescence photon is created gives rise to a change in scattering. These changes are built into the model through the wavelength dependence of sm , sx , g x , and g m . Finally, the isotropic nature of the fluorescence event allows fluorescence emission to return to the tissue surface more readily than diffuse reflectance. However, this is less important when the fluorophores have a small absorption coefficient and quantum yield, because the excitation light tends to become randomized ͑ s Ј Ͼ Ͼ fx ͒ before a fluorescence event occurs.
The variations in fluorescence intensity as a function of scattering are much more apparent than the corresponding line shape differences ͑Fig. 5͒. The fluorescence intensity depends on the mean free path of both excitation and emission light. In the weakly scattering regime ͑scatterer concentration Ͻ0.065 in volume percent, transport mean free path 1͞ s Ј Ͼ 4 mm͒, the mean free path is long, and light can penetrate deep into the medium. There, fluorescence light is emitted isotropically, and only a portion can be collected by a probe of finite size. Even a small increase in scatterer concentration results in light being deflected off the probe collection angle by single ͑or possibly multiple͒ nondiffusive scattering events. Thus the intensity decreases rapidly. This behavior is not well described by Eq. ͑4͒, because the reflectance in Eq. ͑4͒ approaches zero in the absence of scattering. As the scattering concentration increases further ͑scatter concentration Ͼ0.065 in volume percent͒, the scattering becomes diffusive ͑the relevant range for biologic tissues͒. Both excitation and emission photons undergo increased scattering, have a smaller mean free path, and are more confined to the vicinity of the probe. This increases the probability of collection and leads to higher intensities, in agreement with Eq. ͑4͒.
When both absorption and scattering are present, the fluorescence line shape and intensity are distorted in a manner that is characteristic of the spectral features and concentrations of the absorber. Equation ͑3͒ describes these changes well, as demonstrated in experiments with physical tissue models and tissue samples ͑Figs. 6 -11͒. We can understand the success of our model by examining the factors in Eq. ͑3͒. The absorption distortion of the intrinsic fluorescence emission line shape is mostly accounted for by the factor R m ͞R 0m , which contains similar absorption information to that present in the measured fluorescence emission. The factor R x ͞R 0x describes the attenuation of laser excitation light that is due to absorption and the concomitant reduction of the overall fluorescence intensity. Absorption affects fluorescence and reflectance differently because of their different photon path lengths. This difference is accounted for by the addition of the factor ⑀ m to the reflectance ratio in the denominator of Eq. ͑3͒; the higher its value, the smaller the importance of the factor R m ͞R 0m .
The intrinsic fluorescence-correction factors of the photon migration method have to be obtained with physical tissue models. As explained above, the probe-specific parameter S was set equal to 1. The value of ⑀ was ϳ0.15 for the samples containing polystyrene beads and 0.05 for the minced tissue samples. These estimates were obtained with the value of S fixed, and Mie theory calculated values for g. The intensity scaling parameter, l, was approximately 220 m. These values can vary with probe geometry, as discussed below. The parameters R 0m , R 0x , R x , g, and sx in Eq. ͑3͒, which are not directly measured from the experiment, can be extracted from the diffuse reflectance with a model suitable for our specific probe geometry. 19 For example, with the model of Zonios et al. 19 we can obtain the reduced scattering and absorption coefficient and thus determine these parameters.
The applicability of the model was also explored with ex vivo and in vivo tissues. We found that in the case of normal buccal mucosa our model successfully recovers the intrinsic fluorescence. Specifically, the intrinsic fluorescence of minced oral tissue, which consists of a homogenous mix of tissue fluorophores, is similar to that of intact oral tissue, which consists of two distinct relevant layers with different biochemical composition. This agreement can be explained by the fact that the top tissue layer ͑epithe-lium͒ is only weakly absorbing, scattering, and fluorescing in normal tissue. Thus, light penetration and distribution in the tissue is not affected significantly. Moreover, the epithelial layer is thin ͑50 -300 m͒ compared with the relatively large probe diameter ͑1.5 mm, N.A. ϭ 0.22͒. As a result, the probe sampling depth is several times larger than the epithelial thickness, and we collect light traversing multiple photon paths ͑total transport mean free path in the medium, 1͞ t Ј Ϸ 0.3 mm͒. However, for thicker epithelium or a smaller-diameter probe, this homogenous model may no longer be appropriate, since less connective tissue is sampled.
In our experiments, hemoglobin was the dominant absorber. However, the model is valid for turbid media consisting of any absorber. For example, experiments in arterial tissue indicate that the model recovers the intrinsic fluorescence accurately in the presence of the absorber beta-carotene. 41 Nevertheless, for extremely high absorption ͑ a Ͼ 3 s Ј͒ the assumptions that the fluorescence and reflectance have similar photon paths and that the phase function can be separated from scattering and absorption break down. As a result, the line shape and intensity of the intrinsic fluorescence cannot be extracted accurately, and distortions due to absorption are still observable.
The model assumes that tissue fluorophores do not contribute appreciably to the scattering-absorption behavior of the tissue. This is generally true for biologic tissue in the near-UV and visible range, where the fluorescence quantum yield and absorption are low and the absorption and emission bands do not significantly overlap. However, the model is not valid for fluorophores with high quantum efficiency and strong absorption. In this case the isotropic nature of the fluorescence is no longer negligible, because a fluorescence event can take place long before the excitation light is randomized, significantly shortening the resulting photon path. An example is Rhodamine dye, which has a high quantum yield, and overlapping absorption and emission bands. As a result, Rhodamine fluorescence can also be observed in the reflectance spectrum. Additionally, reabsorption and reemission events can also take place, which are not accounted for by the method. Similarly, the intrinsic fluorescence of exogenous dyes, and endogenous fluorophores, such as tryptophan, an amino acid with high quantum yield, excited at shorter UV wavelength might not be well described by the method. In addition, tryptophan is mostly present in the epithelial layer, and that might invalidate the method's assumption of a homogenous medium.
Other researchers have used reflectance to correct distortions in fluorescence. A previous study used a simple division to recover the fluorescence line shape but not the intensity. 42 Mayevsky and Chance 23 and Renault et al. 43 conducted experiments with brain tissue and isolated perfused hearts, respectively. By measuring the NADH fluorescence of heart tissue while flushing the heart with oxygenated and nonoxygenated buffer and blood, they observed a decrease in fluorescence that is due to oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. To correct for this effect, they measured the fluorescence and the reflectance ͑as a reference͒ at different isosbestic wavelengths of hemoglobin. Renault et al. 43 assumed a simple exponential decrease with blood content, c, for fluorescence, F ϭ F 0 exp͑Ϫk 1 c͒, and for reflectance, R ϭ R 0 exp͑Ϫk 2 c͒. As a result, an expression was obtained, F 0 ϭ F͑͞R͞R 0 ͒ k with k ϭ k 1 ͞k 2 slightly larger than 1. F 0 denotes the fluorescence without blood absorption and is related to our parameter, f xm , and k 1 and k 2 are experimentally measured constants. Renault's expression can be approximated by F 0 ϭ F͑͞R m ͞R 0m ϩ ⑀͒, which reconstructs the emission part of Eq. ͑3͒, as described by the final factor in the denominator. However, Renault et al. 42 used this formula only for the absorption correction at one wavelength and did not take into account the absorption of the excitation light.
In summary, we have conducted experiments with physical tissue models, ex vivo tissue samples, and in vivo tissues to validate the ability of the photon migration method to extract the intrinsic fluorescence over a wide wavelength range of absorber and scatterer concentrations for excitation and emission wavelengths between 337 and 700 nm. We showed that the method can remove line shape and intensity distortions and that the intrinsic fluorescence can be recovered, which provides more-reliable information about the biologic constituents of the tissue. Although the above studies were directed toward fluorescence, the conclusions should be equally valid for Raman scattering. In this case the fluorescence event is replaced with a Raman scattering event, which is also isotropic. Lack of overlap between excitation and Raman scattering wavelengths, and the small cross sections characteristic of Raman scattering, are optimal for the performance of the method and should enable accurate extraction of the intrinsic intensity of a Raman band in a turbid medium.
